Use this poster in conjunction with Match the correct name to each tail conformation diagram situation task statement and Conformation – Tails Identification Keys.

Conformation
Tails

Greek
Correct
Hooded Curl
Gay
Oxer
Flame
Ring at Cud
Ring
Baker
Screw
Bikie
Skip
Squinted
Whip

Conformation
Feet, Pasterns, and Stifles

Round or Cat Foot
Rant Foot
Flat or Soggy Feet, Down In/Pastern

Splay Foot
Normal Angulated Hock
Straight Stifles

Bow in Pastern
Recorded Over
"Wolf" Shouldered

Straight Front

Conformation
Front and Rear Legs

Normal, Straight
Middle Foot
Hock a Point
Slighty Splay
Wide in Front and Out of Elbows

Slighty Swayed
Wide or Sandy
Came-Heeled
Crooked, Straight, (Normal)
Use this poster in conjunction with Match the correct dog behavioral posture name and description to the correct diagram situation/task statement and Dog Behavioral Postures - Names and Dog Behavioral Postures - Descriptions identification tags.
**Common External Parasites**

**Flea**
- flea on dogs and cats
- Deposits eggs in soil

**Louse**
- lice on dogs
- Deposits eggs on fur

**Mite**
- mite on dogs and cats
- Deposits eggs in soil

**Tick**
- tick on dogs and cats
- Deposits eggs on fur
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Use these diagram cards in conjunction with the Improving a Muzzle diagram cards and steps in the proper sequence and properly apply the muzzle on Fippp using the technique you have learned. Situation: Fippp stands, facing the front.

1. Fold the muzzle under the dog's chin with the outside mouth facing the dog.
2. Pinch the muzzle with the mouth, lightly pulling the muzzle towards the dog's mouth.
3. Pinch the muzzle with the mouth, lightly pulling the muzzle towards the dog's mouth.
4. Snug the muzzle tight around the dog's mouth, allowing the dog to breathe normally.

Repeat the above steps until the dog is comfortable with the muzzle.
1. Push the paw to extend the nail.

2. Find the quick.

3. Properly trim the nail.

4. Use styptic powder to stop bleeding if cut into quick.

5. File the nail.